The labeling of the regions of a segmented image according to a semantic representation (ontology) is usually associated with the notion of understanding. The high combinatorial aspect of this problem can be reduced with local checking of constraints between the elements of the ontology. In the classical definition of Finite Domain Constraint Satisfaction Problem, it is assumed that the matching problem between regions and labels is bijective. Unfortunately, in image interpretation the matching problem is often non-univocal. Indeed, images are often over-segmented: one object is made up of several regions. This nonunivocal matching between data and a conceptual graph was not possible until a decisive step was accomplished by the introduction of arc consistency with bilevel constraint (FDCSP BC ). However, this extension is only adequate for a matching corresponding to surjective functions. In medical image analysis, the case of non-functional relations is often encountered, for example, when an unexpected object like a tumor appears. In this case, the data cannot be mapped to the conceptual graph, with a classical approach. In this paper we propose an extension of the FDCSP BC to solve the constraint satisfaction problem for non-functional relations.
Introduction
The large expansion of web applications leads to manipulate a big amount of images. Manipulating them efficiently assumes the ability to interpret correctly the content of images. Up to now, this interpretation is a weak point of search engines. For example the search engine Google counts about one billion images for its functionality of image search which is based on a textual analysis without any image analysis. The absence of relevant tools makes difficult the search of multi-media information. Image interpretation is also an important problem in medical imaging, particularly when it is necessary to find automatically anatomical structures such as cerebral structures involved in the brain activity. However, there still exists a large gap between the semantic interpretation of a medical image and its low-level features [1] . These two examples show that artificial perception is a major challenge in computer science.
This paper focus on the problem of image interpretation. This problem is different from the problem of image segmentation. Indeed, the segmentation groups pixels according to some low level homogeneity criteria. Based on this first decomposition of the image into regions, image interpretation maps regions or groups of regions onto labels corresponding to semantic concepts (e.g. labels of anatomical structures for medical images). Image interpretation benefits from two kind of approaches: the numerical one which is strongly related to the statistical theory and the data clustering field and the logical one which is mostly related to the field of artificial intelligence.
To solve this problem of image interpretation in the logical framework, several works used empirical expert rules. See for example, the work of Levine [2, 3] . However, a large amount of rules is often necessary and it creates some difficulties to manage this knowledge. Moreover, applying empirical expert rules to analyze an image is not satisfactory due to the lack of generalization of such methods. Waltz [4] in an innovative work proposed another interesting framework to apply logical reasoning on images. This reasoning took place in a world where there is only simple geometrical objects (this world is called "the world of blocks"). In this context, he used the graph representation on which he applied constraint satisfaction approach such as arc consistency. Here, the logical constraints are represented by the arcs of the graph. This representation is very convenient for images since it allows the description of spatial relationships between subparts of images. Many authors have proposed graph-based image analysis algorithms (see for example [5] [6] [7] [8] which propose some graph-based segmentation algorithms). In image interpretation, an object is usually characterized by the spatial relationships between its subparts. This graph is a conceptual graph which encodes the meaning of the image (ontology) [9, 10] . One of the advantages of this approach is that the graph representation is a simple and a natural way to specify non-numerical notions (e.g. orientation of spatial relationship) as well as numerical notions (e.g. distance, size, grey level values). The content of many images may be described by a conceptual graph and such graphs are sufficiently intuitive to be easily designed by a non-expert in computer science. The principle of the algorithm consists in recursively removing all interpretations associated with a node that are not compatible with the interpretation of nodes in its neighborhood. Figs. 1, 17, 18, 20, 21 and 22 show several examples of conceptual graphs.
However, this approach has two limitations:
1. The time required to calculate the graph consistency: The global consistency problem of a graph is usually an NPdifficult problem. For this reason, most of the works concerned the optimization of the algorithms [11] [12] [13] [14] . Furthermore, as checking local consistency may often be sufficient, many arc-consistency checking algorithms were proposed (AC4, AC5, AC6) [15] [16] [17] [18] . 2. This strategy has been only used when the matching between the data and the nodes of the graph is bijective. This is due to the assumptions underlying the classical definition of Finite Domain Constraint Satisfaction Problem. Unfortunately, in image interpretation the matching problem is often non-univocal. Indeed, images are often over-segmented: one subpart of an object is made up of several regions of pixels.
Working on non-over-segmented images is too restrictive. Indeed, the FDCSP should be applied to a sufficiently "good" segmentation. This limitation has overwhelmed the hope raised by these works to provide an elegant logical reasoning approach which can be applied to image analysis. However, this limitation may be overcome. It is the aim of this paper to show how logical reasoning in the framework of the arc-consistency checking of a conceptual graph, may still be applied on image analysis.
The non-univocal matching between data and the conceptual graph was not possible until a decisive step was accomplished by the introduction of arc consistency with bilevel constraint (FDCSP BC ) [19, 20] . This extension generates a new interest in applying this kind of logical approach to image interpretation. However, it is only adequate for a matching corresponding to a surjective function. In this case, it is assumed that it is possible to have data (segmented regions) associated with each node and that any data can always be associated with a node. In terms of image interpretation, it means that any segmented region may be interpreted with respect to the conceptual graph. In case of sub-segmentation of an image, the surjectivity will not be longer encountered. It is sometimes possible to avoid this problem with an ad-hoc tuning of the segmentation algorithm. The presence of an unexpected object in an image is another more difficult situation. This case can be encountered in medical images, for example when there is a tumor which does not belong to the conceptual graph describing the normal anatomy. As tumors can appear everywhere, it is not possible to create a conceptual graph with a node whose semantic links are not previously known. With unexpected objects some data will thus not be associated with a node and the matching strategy described before will fail. So the question is how to use the constraints of the conceptual graph in this case to match the data with the knowledge representation?
We propose an extension of the Arc-Consistency checking algorithm with Bilevel Constraint (AC BC ) in order to solve the constraint satisfaction problem when a missing or an unexpected object, like a tumor in the brain anatomy, appears. For this purpose, we introduce two new notions: the indirect arc-consistency and the quasi arc-consistency. This algorithm was applied with success to cerebral Nuclear Magnetic Resonance images. The integration of the two new notions of arcconsistency allows a tumor to be correctly identified among the segmented regions and does not interfere with the labeling of the other regions. This paper is organized as follows: We start in Section 2 with the definition of FDCSP BC and the definition of the associated arc-consistency problem AC BC [20] which allows to cope with a non-injective functional matching between data and a conceptual graph. From these definitions we propose in Section 3 new extensions of the AC 4BC algorithm solving the problem of a non-univocal matching (non-functional relations). In Section 4 we describe several applications of these extensions. Two applications concern the interpretation of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance cerebral images. Two other applications concern interpretation of real images. In each case, these applications would not be possible without the notion of weak arc consistency. Section 5 states the conclusions of this work.
Basic notions and previous work

Constraint satisfaction problem with bilevel constraints
We use the following conventions:
Variables are represented by the natural numbers 1, . . . ,n. Each variable i has an associated domain D i .
Within our framework, a variable corresponds to a high level label that we wish to attach to regions which correspond to the values within the arc-consistent framework. All constraints are binary and relate two distinct variables. A constraint relating two variables i and j is denoted by C ij . Let R be the set of these constraining relations. We use D to denote the union of all domains and d the size of the largest domain.
C ij (v,
A finite-domain constraint satisfaction problem consists of finding all sets of values {a 1 , . . . , a n },
In this classical definition of FDCSP, one variable is associated with one value. This assumption cannot hold for some classes of problems where we need to associate a variable with a set of linked values as describe in [20] . We call this new problem the Finite-Domain Constraint Satisfaction Problem with Bilevel Constraints (FDCSP BC ). In this problem we define two kinds of constraint: the binary inter-node constraints C ij between two nodes and the binary intra-node constraints Cmpi between two values that could be associated with the node i. Then, the problem is defined as follows: Definition 1. Let Cmpi be a reflexive compatibility relation, such that (a, b) ∈ Cmpi iff a and b are compatible.
Let C ij be a constraint between i and j. Let us consider a pair
Within the image analysis framework, the sets S i and S j contain sets of segmented regions.
We associate a graph G to a constraint satisfaction problem in the following way:
(1) G has a node i for each variable i. 
Arc-consistency problem with bilevel constraints
The classical arc-consistency algorithm cannot classify a set of data in a node of the graph as we would like to do in an over-segmented image interpretation task. We thus define a new class of problems called arc-consistency problems with bilevel constraints (AC BC ). It is associated with the FDCSP BC (see Definition 1) and is defined as follows: (v, t) and C ij (t, w) (v and t could be identical).
The definition of an arc-consistent graph becomes: 
The purpose of an arc-consistency algorithm with bilevel constraints is, given a graph G and a set P , to compute P , the largest arc-consistent domain with bilevel constraints for G in P .
In our framework the set P contains the sets of segmented regions which satisfy the constraints imposed by the conceptual graph.
Arc-consistency algorithm with bilevel constraints (AC 4BC )
Considering the previous remarks, we propose a new algorithm working with bilevel constraints. For that purpose, we adapt the AC 4 algorithm proposed by Mohr and Henderson in 1986 [15,18] to solve the AC BC problem. We call this algorithm AC 4BC (see [20] for the details of the algorithm).
For AC 4BC , we give a new definition of a node i belonging to node(G). Now a node is made up of a kernel D i and a set of interfaces D ij associated with each arc which comes from another linked node (see Fig. 2 ). In addition, the intranode compatibility relation Cmpi (see Section 2.1) is associated with each node of the graph. It describes the semantic link between different subparts of an object which could be associated with the node. The intra-node constraint Cmpi can be spatial or morphological constraint as shown in Fig. 3 . 4 , the domains D i are initialized with values satisfying unary node constraints. These constraints can be, for example, the range of color values, of the width, of the height and of the size of the regions. The algorithm is decomposed into two main steps: an initialization step and a pruning step. However, whereas in AC 4 a value was removed from a node i if it had no direct support, in AC 4BC , a value is removed if it has no direct support and no indirect support obtained by using the compatibility relation Cmpi.
As in algorithm AC
Then, for each i ∈ node(G), the initialization step initializes the domains D i and D ij . This step consists of:
• assigning to the kernel D i all the values b which satisfy the unary node constraints, as in the AC 4 algorithm (for example, in image analysis we can consider criteria of shape, size or orientation);
(in image analysis we assign to the interfaces D ij regions which satisfy spatial constraints represented by C ij ). Then we have a cleaning step which removes values which do not satisfy local constraint. The pruning step updates the nodes as a function of the removals made by the previous step to keep the arc-consistency. The following properties of the AC 4BC algorithm are proved in [20] . 
In a classical arc-consistency checking algorithm, these values β and γ would be removed from the node i because they are not supported by other regions. Thanks to the intra-node constraints Cmpi, β and γ can be kept in the node i because a path can be found between the value α and the values β and γ inside the region adjacency graph representing the segmentation of the image.
Theorem 3. The time complexity of AC
4BC is in O (en 3 d 2 ) in
the worst case, where n is the number of nodes and d is the size of the largest domain D.
Matching with non-functional relations: the problem of missing or unexpected objects
We have studied (Section 2) the case of a matching between several data and one node. Two other cases, which make this matching difficult, can be encountered.
The first one is the presence of extra data which cannot be associated with any node. The second case corresponds to missing data which may let some nodes empty (if no datum can be associated with them).
These two cases are not rare in image analysis where different factors like the noise or some weakness of the segmentation may lead to erroneous detection. In these cases the initial assumption on FDCSP and FDCSP BC does not hold. We have thus to adapt the constraint satisfaction problem with bilevel constraints to these cases. The expert knowledge may usually be translated in a graph G t describing a known object expected in a given image. For example G t may be a conceptual graph describing the regular anatomy of the brain: this graph could be extracted from an anatomical book [21, 22] where knowledge on anatomical parts can be matched with a graph representation. Indeed, it is possible to represent morphological characteristics of anatomical parts by node constraints (shape, size, orientation) and spatial organization of these parts by arc constraints (spatial relationship, distance). However this graph G t cannot be appropriately matched with image data if the image corresponds to an abnormal anatomy or is corrupted by an important amount of noise. In such a case a graph G r , ad-hoc for the concerned image would be useful instead of G t . Unfortunately, G r is not previously known and many G r are possible and not predictable. For example it is difficult to create all the possible G r corresponding to all the positions and shapes of tumors in a brain. However, we know that G t and G r share many similarities because they represent variations (one regular and one pathological) of the same kind of object. Then, some a priori constraints on G r can be defined.
The problem is: how can we use G t and how can we use the constraints that have to be satisfied on G r to reduce the number of possible solutions? This situation is illustrated by Fig. 4 .
To solve this problem we propose to extend the graph G t with a set of nodes N s to take into account that G r may have additional nodes (see Fig. 4 ). The result of this extension provides the graph G defined as follows:
Three cases can be encountered:
1. We know that data are missing.
In this case, some arcs could be unconsistent and we have to take this possibility into account. For this purpose, we define the notion of quasi arc-consistency which consists in associating with each node i a maximum number of unconsistent arcs linked to it. This kind of approach was already proposed by Freuder and Wallace [23] to define partial constraint satisfaction in the classical case. We adapt this approach to bilevel constraint satisfaction. The formal definition is given in Section 3.1. 2. We know that there are additional data.
We have to define a new set of nodes N s for these new additional data not described in the initial graph G t . The expert knowledge about possible additional data associated with a given image content helps to define N s . If the new relations between the nodes of G t and N s were known, we would obtain a new graph G r . We limit our work to situations where inserting a new node has a minimum effect on the graph G t . Many different G r with these limits may be encountered. For these G r , we assume that the elements of Arc(G r ) have the following properties relative to G t and N s :
Given these properties, the arcs of the graph G previously defined, should have the following property:
To deal with the fact that a node i may be linked directly to a node j ((i, j) ∈ G t ) or indirectly through a node k ∈ N s to a node j, we introduce the notion of indirect arc consistency. The formal definition of this notion is given in Section 3.2.
We do not know if data are missing or if new data can appear.
In this case, the number of unconsistent arcs for each node cannot be definitely set. We need to increase these numbers during a relaxation process until we find a solution.
The two new notions of quasi arc-consistency and indirect arc-consistency are called weak arc consistencies.
Quasi arc-consistency
In order to match data with a conceptual graph in the case of non-functional relation, we propose to allow a constraint relaxation. This relaxation is useful when some objects described in the model are not present in the image (for example when there is an occlusion).
This relaxation is introduced in the AC4 BC algorithm such that each node of the graph has an additional information concerning the number of allowed constraint relaxations. It is noted Relax(i) for the node i. To formally define Relax(i), the following sets are defined:
Let Γ i the set of the nodes linked to the node i in the graph G such that:
Then, the function Relax(i) maps to a node i the number nb of constraint relaxations in the graph G and it is such that:
and nb Card(Γ i )
This function allows that nb binary constraints associated with the node i can be not satisfied.
An example describing such a situation is illustrated in Fig. 5 . 5 . In this example, we assume that the value γ cannot be reached from the value α or β by the intra-node constraint Cmpi. Assuming that the relaxation number associated with the node i is put to 1, the quasi arc-consistency algorithm will remove only the value γ . The value β is kept because it satisfies all the inter-node constraint. The value α is kept as well, since it fails to satisfy only one constraint (C il ) and this number of unsatisfied constraint is allowed by the relaxation number.
This notion provides a way to express a logical 'or' between two constraints. Let us consider the case of a conceptual graph describing a flower. In this case one node represents the center of the flower and another node represents the petals. A region belonging to the center of a flower has the recursive following property: in each direction (East, West, North and South) of its neighborhood, another region belongs to the center or to the petals. In this case, it is necessary to impose, for each direction, a non-exclusive 'or' between the constraint linking the node of the center with himself (this reflexivity comes from the recursive property seen previously) and with the node of the petals (see Fig. 22 ). It is not possible to manage this situation with the intra-node constraints Cmpi. These constraints control only the spatial relations between regions belonging to the node i without checking what happens outside the node i. In this case it is necessary to check recursively conjunctive constraints imposed inside the node and outside the node (relationships with the petals) at the same time. The quasi arc-consistency allows this problem to be solved.
the set of the nodes j ∈ Γ i making arc-consistent arc with a given node i and a given l ∈ D i such that: 
. Termination of AC 4BC with quasi arc-consistency
As the AC 4BC algorithm, the AC 4BC algorithm with quasi arc-consistency works with a queue Q containing elements removed from the domains. It contains pairs (i, v), where i ∈ node(G) and v ∈ D i . These elements have to be reconsidered by the algorithm because they could support other couples ( j, w). Indeed, if a removed element was the unique support of ( j, w) then ( j, w) has to be removed as well. To manage the queue, we need several operations:
• The procedure InitQueue which initializes the queue to an empty set.
• The function EmptyQueue which tests if the queue is empty.
• The procedure EnQueue(i, v, Q ) is used whenever the value v is removed from D i . It introduces elements (i, v) in the queue Q , where i is a node and v ∈ D.
• The procedure DeQueue removes one element from the queue.
Then, the AC 4BC algorithm with quasi arc-consistency has to preserve the following invariant:
which describes the different states of the value b according to the node i.
More intuitively, the different states have the following meanings: • The state "present" means that the label b satisfies all the constraints imposed on the node i and then belongs to its domain.
• The state "rejected" means that the label b does not satisfy all the constraint imposed on the node i but is not yet put into the queue of suppression Q .
• The state "suspended" means that the label b does not satisfy all the constraint imposed on the node i and is put in the queue of suppression Q .
• The state "rejected interface" means that the label b is removed from the interface domain D ij associated with the constraints C ij because it does not satisfy this constraint, but is not yet removed from the domain of the node i.
In that algorithm the procedure CleanKernel defined in [18] is modified as shown in Fig. 8 . In that procedure, the removal of the label b from D i is made in function of the number of allowed relaxations Relax(i). Then the post condition of CleanKernel is modified:
procedure CleanKernel (in Di, Ii, inout Q)
Then, we can prove the following theorem: Proof. The proof is similar to the one proving the termination of classical AC 4BC . For more details see [20] . If c ∈ D i is not supported:
Correctness of AC 4BC with quasi arc-consistency
Theorem 5. G is quasi arc-consistent when AC 4BC with quasi arc-consistency terminates.
Proof. Initial hypothesis: Let i ∈ node(G) and
• Either (1) it has never been supported.
• Or (2) it was supported at a previous time. • The removing of b • At this time c is removed from the interfaces D ij n ; n=0...Relax(i) .
• According to the initial hypothesis c is not supported indirectly by an intra-nodal path.
It Cmpi(c, a) ⇒ ∃b ∈ D j n such that C ij n (a, b) .
The initial hypothesis leads to a contradiction. So G is quasi arc consistent when AC 4BC with quasi arc-consistency terminates. 2
Indirect arc-consistency
One can imagine that two nodes of a graph may be linked directly or indirectly through another node. This may happen in cerebral image interpretation when a tumor appears between two cerebral structures. If the tumor is not too big, it preserves the cerebral architecture. In this case, the relations between the tumor and both structures are the same than the relation defined between the two structures. To solve this kind of situation, we define the notion of indirect arc-consistency. To simplify the definition, we use C a ij to denote a constraint relating two nodes i and j with respect to the elementary relation a ∈ Σ T where Σ T = {a 1 , . . . , a n } with a 1 . . . a n the elementary relations (e.g. on the right, on the left, upon, under).
Then C a ik
and C a kj mean that these constraints are of the same type than the constraint C a ij . We can consider as well that the intra-node constraint C mpk of the node k is a standard constraint already known at the beginning of the process. For example, for the detection of a tumor, the characteristic of such a structure may be an ovoid shape. 
(t, w) (this case corresponds to the arc-consistency with bilevel constraint),
The indirection Function called Indirect is defined. It associates to each arc, a node through which this arc can be indirect arc-consistent.
The definition of an indirect arc-consistent graph is:
The algorithm computing the indirect arc-consistency is described in Figs. 11 and 12 . As for the classical AC4 BC algorithm, the algorithm is made up of two steps: an initialization step (Fig. 11 ) and a pruning step (Fig. 12) . It uses a queue Q to manage the data removed from the domain of a node due to the fact that they do not satisfied some constraints. These removals have to be taken into account in the pruning step. Two counters, counter [(i, j) , c] and counter2 [(i, j) , c] are defined in order to update the number of direct and indirect supports of the label c along the arc (i, j). In order to compute the indirect arc-consistency the set S2 of seven-uplets is defined. A seven-uplet is defined as follows: is true). Fig. 9 illustrates such a seven-uplet. Fig. 10 shows an example of indirect arc-consistency.
Termination of AC 4BC with indirect arc-consistency
The AC 4BC algorithm with indirect arc-consistency has to preserve the invariant defined in Section 3.1.1.
The new function Indirect has no effect on Status.
Theorem 6. Algorithm AC 4BC with indirect arc-consistency (cf. Figs. 11 and 12 ) has the following properties:
(1) The invariant on data structure Status holds on lines 2 and 24.
(
2) AC 4BC with indirect arc-consistency enqueues and dequeues at most O (nd) elements, and hence the size of the queue is at most O (nd), where n is the number of nodes and d is the size of the number of data (the size of the largest domain).
(3) AC 4BC with indirect arc-consistency always terminates. (n supported , reg supported , n inter , reg1 inter , reg2 inter , n support , reg support ) ∈ S2. The relations between the nodes n supported and n inter and the nodes n inter and n support have to be of the same type than the initial relation between the nodes n supported and n support . In this example the relation is "to the right." If reg supported is to the right of reg support , either directly, or indirectly through reg1 inter and reg2 inter of the node n inter then reg supported is kept in the node n supported . • one from present to rejected interface through lines 20 and 38;
• one from rejected interface to suspended through the procedure CleanKernel;
• one from suspended to rejected through procedure Dequeue.
Hence there can only be O (nd) dequeues and enqueues.
Property (3) is a direct consequence of properties (1) and (2) and the preconditions of the procedure Enqueue on the data structure Status. 2
Correctness of AC 4BC with indirect arc-consistency
Theorem 7. G is indirect arc-consistent when AC 4BC with indirect arc-consistency terminates.
Proof. As for the previous proof, we consider the algorithm of Figs. 11 and 12. begin FindIndirect((i, j) , k, C a ij Initial hypothesis: Let i ∈ node(G) such that ∃(i, j) ∈ arc(G) and ∃c ∈ D i . Assume that c is not supported directly by a node j, or indirectly by an intra-nodal path or indirectly by an inter-nodal path with two arcs to the node j through the node k when AC 4BC with indirect arc-consistency terminates.
In other words ∀b ∈
• Or (2) it was supported at a previous step. • At this time c is removed from the interface D ij (line 38 of Fig. 12 ).
It means that ∀a ∈ D ij , ¬Cmpi(c, a) or ¬C ij (a, b) . 
• According to the hypothesis c is not supported indirectly by an inter-nodal path with two arcs.
It means that ∀k ∈ node(G) such that
Then we have four cases to study: 
In conclusion the initial hypothesis leads to a contradiction. So G is indirect arc consistent when AC 4BC with indirect arcconsistency terminates. 2
Applications
In the following applications, the node constraints on color values are very weak because there is a large overlap between the ranges of color values of the different subparts of the objects. For some kinds of images, these constraints are not specified because the different subparts share the same range values. In these cases, the labeling is solely the result of the arc-consistency checking.
Application to tumor detection
In a set of images, a cerebral tumor is represented by a set of regions which will disrupt, in a apriori unknown way, the theoretical relational plan of the semantic graph. To correctly label the regions of the image, the notion of weak arc consistency is used. For this purpose, we add a new node t corresponding to the labeling of an unexpected object such as a tumor. In addition, each node of the graph has a link to this new node. Then, the graph G is defined as follows (see Fig. 15 ):
The function Relax(i) used in the quasi arc-consistency checking algorithm and associating a constraint relaxation number to each node of the graph G is defined as follows:
Relax: Node(G ) → N Each color is associated with a particular anatomic structure (a node of the conceptual graph).
The algorithm combines the two notions of quasi arc-consistency and indirect arc-consistency. It proceeds in two steps. First, it checks the indirect arc-consistency. If it is satisfied, the second step is started. A relaxation number is associated with each node (this number is given by the function Relax).
Then the quasi arc-consistency is checked according to these relaxation numbers. If it is not satisfied, the relaxation numbers are increased and this step is restarted. This is repeated until the quasi arc-consistency is satisfied.
For all arc (i, j) of G , the indirect arc-consistency through the node t will be checked. To test this algorithm, a set of twenty images of 256 × 256 pixels was used corresponding to twenty contiguous slices of a brain. After applying a segmentation algorithm we obtain 200 regions to label. A conceptual graph describing the cerebral anatomy in three dimensions is built (Fig. 17) . In this application, even if the segmentation looks nice, the cerebral structures are over-segmented because we work in three dimensions (each cerebral structure is present in several slices). Thus, several regions are linked with one concept (node) of the conceptual graph. Inside this set of images, a 3D-tumor was generated (see [20] to have the details of the application of the AC 4BC algorithm to the interpretation of cerebral MRI (Magnetic Resonance Images)). In this case, the AC 4BC algorithm fails without the constraint relaxation and the indirect arc consistency checking. The integration of this constraint relaxation allows to identify correctly the tumor among the segmented regions and does not disturb the labeling of the other regions (see Fig. 16 ). This result was obtained after a short time (few seconds on a Pentium M760 2 GHz with 1Go RAM).
Application to normal cerebral NMR images interpretation
Experiments have been made on a set of NMR images obtained on the web site "BrainWeb" (http://www.bic.mni.mcgill. ca/brainweb/). This web site contains a database of simulated images. In these experiments we focus our interest on six internal grey nuclei. Fig. 18 shows the conceptual graph describing this part of the cerebral anatomy. In this application the white and the grey matter are labeled (and not only the grey matter has it is done previously in the interpretation of NMR images with a tumor). The interpretation is made on the 10 slices containing these nuclei (Fig. 19 shows 5 slices taken from this set of images). The semantic analysis is done directly on a segmentation provided by a watershed algorithm. Then, the arc-consistency checking algorithm had to deal with a large number of segmented regions (between 500 and more than 1000 regions). On each slice, the 6 grey nuclei are correctly identified. As we had to work with a large number of regions, our analysis was applied to 2D data to avoid some problems of memory space. However, in this case, the definition of a conceptual graph in 3 dimensions may be easily achieved from anatomical book. Such 3D conceptual graph should lead to better results.
Application to natural image interpretation
This analysis has been applied to results of segmentation in order to retrieve some specific objects (faces, flowers, cars). This analysis has been applied to different example of segmentations obtained with a pyramidal merging process (but it could be used with other methods of segmentation). Several kinds of test images representing different objects have been chosen. A set of images representing human faces, another set of images representing cars and finally a set of images representing flowers. For each kind of objects, a conceptual graph describing them was built. Fig. 20 shows interpretations on different faces. The regions with white edges are the segmented regions correctly interpreted by the semantic analysis. In this case, it was necessary to use the quasi arc-consistency checking to interpret the images since the node "hair" may be empty (see image 'e' of Fig. 20 ). Fig. 21 shows interpretations on images representing cars and Fig. 22 shows interpretations on images representing flowers. 
Application to a set of water meter images
In this application the aim is to localize the water meter in the image in order to detect if it is not broken, to recognize the type of water meter (analogical or numerical) and to read the numerical value displayed on it if there is one. These images are very noisy and the grey level values are not a relevant information to recognize the frame and the center of the water meter. The only way to make a correct interpretation is to use the spatial relations and the morphological characteristics of the object subparts. Our approach has been applied to a set of 26 images to localize the frame and the center of the water meter. The images not containing a water meter are detected. In this case the graph is not consistent. Fig. 23 presents 20 labeled images. The following step will be to analyze the content of the center of the water meter. Fig. 24 shows that the differences between the coordinates of the gravity center of the water meter's center detected manually and automatically remain small compared to the size of the water meter's centers which varies between 80 and 100 pixels.
Conclusion
In this paper we propose an extension of the notions of constraint satisfaction problems and arc consistency. These extensions enable to deal with non-injective matching and even with some cases of non-functional matching. The immediate extension of this work concerns the application of the new notion of weak arc-consistency to the notion of path-consistency. Another prospect concerns a better definition of non-functional matching problems which can be managed by the proposed notions. A classification or an order of graphs obtained from the initial graph G t and corresponding to the addition of nodes and arcs for unexpected objects, could be built. In this way, it could be possible to define the kinds of matching that could be managed and those which stay difficult to manage. The possibility to obtain a matching without the property of surjectivity could be considered as well. Indeed, the quasi arc-consistency is already able to solve this problem in some situations.
The failure of image interpretation may be explained by three different causes: the model encoded in the graph is not adequate, the target object is not in the image, or the segmentation result is not good. This last point means that in some cases the result of image interpretation might be used as a feedback criterion to tune the parameters of a segmentation algorithm. The model of the assumed image content may become inadequate when unexpected objects appear. If it becomes possible to avoid the failure of the image interpretation in this case, the idea to use image interpretation as a feedback criterion in a segmentation process would more often be applied.
